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Hand-turned, multi-laminated 

wood hub moves flawlessly  

in concert with the arms.  

Optional hoisting system is 

made from solid brass and 

handsewn saddle leather. 

GB-24R Rolling Umbrella Base

ACS-12

12’ Square Teak Apogee Umbrella 
(shown with double wind-vent and edge applique)

also available in 7’ or 9’ square  



Brass protective strips.

7’, 9.5’, or 12’ (octagonal or 
square) diameter.

Brass ring at bottom of 
hub prevents abrasion.

Hand formed Hard Rock Maple or Teak 
center pole; base of pole has lift to provide 
air space to provide drying when water gets 
inside of stand; end grain is soaked in 
paraffin to resist water.

Brass band to protect pole 
where thumb screws hold pole 
tight in base.

Steel umbrella base includes: two 
pre-drilled holes for permanent 
placement; one center drain hole; four 
stainless steel tabs on bottom to prevent 
rusting; thumbscrews to hold pole tight in 
base.  Base is powder coated.

Solid brass adjustment 
pin, restraining chain and 
rope holder.

Hand-turned hub with velveteen 
liner to protect the pole from 
abrasion.  Hub is constructed of 
multiple wood blocks, each 
laminated for a stronger, longer life.

Triple reinforced 
fabric at all stress 
points.

Custom-formed 
brass arm ends 
with solid brass 
screws.   

Available in 100% acrylic, solution-dyed, GIATI 
textiles.  Milled in France, GIATI textiles are 
guaranteed five years against fading, splitting, 
cracking, peeling, hardening or becoming 
unserviceable. Over 250 colors available.  Fabric 
is easily cleaned without removing from umbrella 
frame.  Also sold by the yard. 

GIATI Apogee Umbrellas resist the damage from rain, wind and harsh sunlight.

Two Year Warranty against manufacturer’s defects.  Manufacturer’s warranty does not include damage due to 
misuse, extreme weather conditions, improper handling, acts of God or normal wear and tear.

GIATI Designs, Inc., Santa Barbara, California 93101, 805-965-6535, FAX 805-965-6295

Tie straps to secure umbrella 
when it is closed.  Self-ties 
used when umbrella is closed.

Classic finial, 
brass wrapped.

Separate wind vent/hood.

Brass riveted wind vent tie-downs.

Extra canvas protection 
where wooden arms join.
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Apogee


